How To Read Meet Results
The Basics
Name & Date of Meet

Event description

Place

Order of swimmers in
relay

Final Time

Splits (each relay swimmer’s time
in order). The 1st split counts as
a legal time. Often, 2nd, 3rd, 4th
leg may be inaccurate due to soft
finishes on touch pad.

Each relay on a
team is ordered A,
B, C…. in each
event. Designation
does not determine
place, final time
does.

A little more detail
A small “x” next to a name means “exhibition due
to score”. Most meets are set up where only 3
swimmers from a team can score. We enter all
the kids as if they could score. Once results are
tabulated, swimmers that place 4th or lower on
their own team become exhibition.
A large “X” next to a name means “exhibition
due to coaches discretion”. This swimmer was
designated not to score by the coach. Most
meets swimmers can swim 3 events to score,
any additional events need to be exhibition. This
must be decided before the swim.
A description of infraction
that lead to DQ

Disqualification due to
infraction. See next page
for other infractions.

An example of an inaccurate relay split. Samuel is a
fine swimmer, but did not swim a time over a
second faster than the World Record at this dual
meet

Common Stroke Infractions, DQs
A swimmer is disqualified (DQ’d) when they are judged to have done something improper during a race, usually a stroke infraction.
When a swimmer is DQ'd the judge will usually put his or her hand up. The swimmer’s time will not count due to the infraction.
The following are examples of common swimming mistakes which can result in a disqualification. Please keep in mind that almost
all swimmer will DQ at some point in the career. This is a list of the most common DQ’s. The Rules & Regulations book for
swimming is over 200 pages long.
All Events
- Pushing off the bottom of the pool.
- Pulling on the lane line.
- False start (might not leave early, but movement on the block between take your mark & horn).
- Staying underwater beyond 15 meters (except in breaststroke).
- Finish in wrong lane (yes, it has happened!).
- Late to starting block, delay of meet.
- Unsportsmanlike conduct.
Backstroke
- Body on breast during the swim or finish. Only allowed during turn, as long as head submerges to turn before end of final stroke
to wall (not gliding or kicking in without moving arm. Only 1 stroke allowed while on breast approaching turn).
- Fully submerging at finish.
Breaststroke
- Head does not break surface of water each stroke.
- On back when leaving wall.
- One hand touch at turn or wall (hands must touch simultaneously but not overlap).
- More than one kick during the stroke cycle.
- Improper kick (e.g., flutter, scissors or fly).
- Hands below hipline on stroke (only allowed once each streamline).
- Arm/hand stroke not simultaneous.
- Legs not simultaneous during kick.
- Alter stroke / breaking the stroke cycle (e.g., to adjust goggles).
- One dolphin kick, one pull down, one breaststroke kick allowed on each streamline.
Butterfly
- Underwater recovery. Hands begin a stroke and then move forward underwater instead of recovering over the water.
- Arm/hand stroke not simultaneous.
- Legs not simultaneous during kick.
- On back when leaving wall.
- Improper kick (e.g., flutter, scissors or breast).
- One hand touch at turn or wall (hands must touch simultaneously but not overlap).
IM
- Swim strokes in incorrect order (must be Fly-Bk-Breast-Free).
- Improper turn. When transitioning from one stroke to the next, the swimmer must finish the leg as if finishing that stroke and
begin the next leg as they would that next stroke. That means no backstroke flipturn to breaststroke.
- Can not repeat a stroke. Technically in a freestyle race a swimmer can swim any stroke. In the IM a swimmer may not swim Fly,
Back or breast during the freestyle leg.
Relays
- Incorrect stroke order. Incorrect order of swimmers compared to what was designated.
- Starting before prior leg of relay has touched wall.

